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ABSTRACT

Prostitution there is formal and also which without ceremony, formal prostitution such as those which reside in the localization, where all that prostitute is mustered in place tettentu and its menuggu wearer come to that place. This localization there is two form, namely localization which at one blow provide the place sleep, and localization which do not provide the place sleep where users usually invite the prostitute to other; dissimilar place, as in hotel, villa etcetera. Pimp also have the way of certain to offer the prostitute, they in the reality nor selfsupporting but form an social network usher the pimp, with the client and with the prostitute which diasuhna. With the attendance of pimp of prostitution activity progressively more organized so that can support the prostitution growth and able to eksis to date.

In the world of prostitution if seen from its life background in the reality there is also which bersal from student circle. As does exist in Malang Town is which is known as by a education Town also there are some student which beside look for science as coed also have side line as prostitute recognized with the term of campus chicken that is coed which have profession to peripheral as prostitute.

Problem formulation shall be as follows: (1) How social network among all perpetrator of student prostitution (2) How link pattern of pimp, perpetrator and client in social network of prostitution. While this research target is (1) To know the social network among all perpetrator of student prostitution (2) To know the link pattern of pimp, perpetrator and client in social network of prostitution.

Data collected by is social network between prostitute, pimp and client. This research is more according to if using approach qualitative. its technique Pengupulan data passing (1) Circumstantial Interview (2) Observation. Technique analyse the data is very important shares in erudite method, because with the this data analysis, existing data can be given by the meaning or meaning which is good for trouble-shooting. In this research is approach used by approach qualitative.

Pursuant to research result obtained by a the following result: (1) Pattern of network of prostitute communications with the pimp is wheel pattern rotate at axis which do not migrate. This axis function as center of processor of information and decision taker for problem faced. All information from group member step into the "center", that is leader in this communications pattern (2) Whereas pattern of network of communications of the other is enchaining. Network enchain to represent a communications pattern of exist in bureaucracy and organizational where there are an enchaining formal of commando.

Information get through the good organizational hierarchy to for and also downwards with the transfer of between one people and its two others one above and oneunder position of itself somebody. (3) Change of pattern of information communications that happened place the source, order the, channel and method as part of communications changing. At change of
communications source, is first conducted by pimp. Now source look for the client can be conducted by prostitute by xself from various source. At change order, first from its message is more focusing at pimp, now turn into the containing message about client information. At aspect of communications channel, first only passing meeting look in the face, now turn into the meeting and communications media of like telephone and handphone (HP).